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Abstract—Person re-identification (re-ID) remains challenging
in a real-world scenario, as it requires a trained network to
generalise to totally unseen target data in the presence of vari-
ations across domains. Recently, generative adversarial models
have been widely adopted to enhance the diversity of training
data. These approaches, however, often fail to generalise to other
domains, as existing generative person re-identification models
have a disconnect between the generative component and the
discriminative feature learning stage. To address the on-going
challenges regarding model generalisation, we propose an end-
to-end domain adaptive attention network to jointly translate
images between domains and learn discriminative re-id features
in a single framework. To address the domain gap challenge, we
introduce an attention module for image translation from source
to target domains without affecting the identity of a person. More
specifically, attention is directed to the background instead of the
entire image of the person, ensuring identifying characteristics of
the subject are preserved. The proposed joint learning network
results in a significant performance improvement over state-of-
the-art methods on several benchmark datasets.
Index Terms—Person re-identification, domain variation, at-
tention module, image translation, deep end-to-end network.
I. INTRODUCTION
PERSON re-identification (re-ID) is becoming increasinglyimportant in security and surveillance, and aims to find
a target person from a large gallery set captured by different
cameras. As such, it can be viewed as a domain adaptation
task. Although person re-ID is a widely investigated research
area, it is still challenging as images of a person often undergo
intensive changes in illumination, background, pose, and view-
point due to the domain shift between two cameras, leading to
a severe drop in performance in a real-world scenario where
the domain of the target images has no overlap with the
domain of the gallery images. The domain shift is illustrated
in Figure 1.
To address the challenge of domain variation, re-ID re-
searchers adopted invariant feature representation methods
such as XQDA [1], KISSME [2] or deep learning based
methods such as IDE [3], and Siamese [4] or Triplet [5]
networks to help deal with different cameras. However, while
these methods have helped relax the closed-world assump-
tions of previous methods, they still suffer from performance
degradation when confronted with a real-world scenario where
conditions in the target images are totally unseen. To address
the domain gap issue in other tasks such as object recognition,
domain adaptation researchers [6–9] have adopted unsuper-
vised domain adaptation (UDA) techniques that consider the
labeled source data and unlabeled target data, and thus assume
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Fig. 1. Domain variance comparison of Market1501, PRID2011,
DukeMTMC-reID and CUHK03 benchmarks, showing significant changes in
illumination, pose, background and camera viewpoint.
that the source and target domains share the same label, i.e. the
same set of classes. For example, in the object classification
task, both domains may have the class ‘backpack’. However,
this scheme does not work for person re-ID as every person
has a different identity, thus belonging to a different class.
Therefore, UDA approaches cannot be applied directly to re-
ID to solve the domain gap issue.
Recently, generative adversarial models are becoming pop-
ular to address the domain gap by introducing more varia-
tions into the training data. Current generative re-ID methods
adopt either CycleGAN [10] or StarGAN [11] for image
translation from camera-to-camera or domain-to-domain, and
achieve significant performance gains. CycleGAN [10] trans-
lates images from one domain to another using the cycle-
consistency loss without any paired input data. Inspired by
the success of CycleGAN, many re-ID researchers [12–15]
applied cycle-consistency loss for image translation to reduce
the domain gap. However, CycleGAN is not able to translate
specific parts of an image, and instead alters the entire image,
interfering with the appearance and attribute of a person.
Unintentionally, CycleGAN based re-ID methods affect the
foreground of images (i.e. the person’s appearance) instead of
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2just the background. Thus, it hurts person re-ID performance
as we aim to transform only the color and structure of the
background from one domain to another, rather than altering
the entire image. As such, despite the use of methods such as
cycle-GAN, existing re-ID models do not generalise well when
trained on one domain and tested on another due to dramatic
variations in appearance between cameras, and this leads to a
severe drop in performance. For example, when the PRID2011
dataset is evaluated using a model trained on CUHK03 with
no adaptation, the rank-1 accuracy is only 9.5%. Moreover,
generative adversarial network (GAN) based methods require
two stages to perform re-ID. In the first stage, a GAN is
used for image domain translation. The generated synthetic
images are then used to train the re-ID model in the second
stage which restricts to gain the benefits from the generated
samples as the optimisation target of the image generation
model cannot be well-matched with the re-ID.
Motivated by the above observations, and to address the
challenges posed by the domain gap, we propose an end-to-
end domain adaptive attention network (EDAAN) for re-ID, to
pay attention to specific regions during image translation and
better preserve identity information. The proposed attention
network minimises the divergence only between the specific
region for the source and target domain, in contrast to the
existing methods which minimise the discrepancy between
the distribution of the whole image from the source and
target domains. We also demonstrate that re-ID performance
can be further improved if the image generation module and
the discriminative re-ID module are trained jointly, allowing
them to support each other such that during image translation
between domains, the generative module gains knowledge of
a person’s identity via the discriminative module, and the dis-
criminative module can learn the appearance of a person in the
target domain from the generative module. Thus, the proposed
framework not only focuses on preserving the foreground of
a person during image translation, but jointly optimises the
generative and re-ID network to leverage advantages from
each.
Within the proposed framework, we adopt our earlier pro-
posed quartet loss [16] to boost the re-ID performance as this
loss minimises intra-class distance more than the inter-class
distance in the feature space. In [16], we argue that the quartet
loss performs better than the traditional triplet loss [17] as the
quartet loss minimises the intra-class variation over the inter-
class variation, regardless of whether the probe image belongs
to the same person or not; while the triplet loss pushes images
of the same identity close to each other only when the probe
images come from the same identity, which is not practical in
a real-world application. The major contributions of this paper
can be summarised as follows:
• We propose a novel attention network to preserve the
foreground of a person and keep a person’s identity and
appearance constant while adapting the background from
another domain.
• We minimise the domain gap by successfully transform-
ing one domain style to another domain and achieve a
significant gain in performance in cross-domain evalua-
tions.
• We propose an end-to-end network to jointly optimise an
attention based generative network and discriminative re-
ID network as a unified system, allowing each network
to leverage knowledge from the other.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Deep Re-ID Feature Learning
A large volume of re-ID research [4, 5, 16–38] adopts deep
learning approaches as they combine feature extraction and
metric learning in a single framework. Some methods focus
on verification [5] or identification [4, 20] losses while others
combine both approaches [16, 17, 39], and adopt the siamese
[4, 18–22] or triplet loss [5, 17, 23, 24]. The authors in [40]
reduces cross-modality discrepancies by generating cross-
modality images and adopt the triplet loss for verification. In
[25], the triplet loss was improved by a new loss function
which used four input images [16, 25] instead of three during
training. A number of recent approaches have used part based
methods [29–32] with the aim of overcoming occlusions,
and handling partial observations. Other methods [33–35] are
focused on clustering or transferring the knowledge from a
labeled source dataset to unlabelled data using pseudo labels.
However, different identities may have the same pseudo label
which can make it hard for the model to distinguish similar
people.
B. Unsupervised Domain Adaptation
Another active research path to address the domain gap
problem is unsupervised domain adaptation. Some research
utilises unsupervised domain adaptation to the reduce discrep-
ancy between domains using Maximum Mean Discrepancy
(MMD) [41] or Correlation alignment [42]. As the target
domain does not contain labels, all UDA approaches [6–9,
41–43] assume that the target domain shares the same labels
as the source domain where the classes of the source and
target domains are entirely identical, i.e. a closed-set scenario.
In [44], UDA is performed for person re-ID to minimise the
domain gap challenge by mapping existing labeled source data
to unlabeled target data. However, they also assume that the
source domain and target domain will have the same number
of classes which is impractical in a real-world person re-ID
scenario. Hence, for the open set problem of person re-ID, the
approaches mentioned above are unsuited for the problem of
unsupervised domain adaptation in person re-ID, where each
person belongs to a different class.
In recent person re-ID studies, CycleGAN based UDA
approaches have been widely investigated to enhance input
variations and improve cross-domain performance. In [15], the
authors proposed to use CycleGAN to transfer the styles be-
tween cameras with label smoothing regularization for camera-
style adaptation. In [12], cycle-consistency loss is used to
to bridge the domain gap and an identity loss is used to
preserve the identity. The authors in [13] solved the domain
shift issue in three stages: an illumination module to render
pedestrians in different illumination conditions, a domain
translation CycleGAN module to transform images from one
domain to another and a feature learning module for re-ID.
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Fig. 2. An illustration of the proposed EDAAN for image translation from one domain to another. A, E, G, and D represent the attention network, the
generative module for image translation and the discriminator. A(xi) and 1 − A(xi) represent the attention maps produced by the attention network. ⊗
denotes element-wise multiplication.
SPGAN is proposed in [14] to preserve the self-similarity
of translated image and domain dissimilarity of the source
domain’s real image, which is very close to the approach of
[15]. However, these methods adopted CycleGAN and thus
distorts the appearance of a person by transferring the entire
style of the source domain to the target domain, and leads to a
performance drop. In addition, all these methods perform re-
ID in two disjoint phases. The first phase is utilised for image
generation while the second addresses on feature learning,
restricting the models ability to learn from each other.
C. Comparison of proposed approach to previous works
In this work, we focus on translating the color and structure
of the background from one domain to another, without
affecting the appearance of a person (i.e. what makes them
unique). To achieve this aim, we produce attention maps using
an attention network to tell the network where to focus during
image translation.
Unsupervised attention learning is also studied in [45–49].
In [45], a square region of the image is used for visual attention
while [47] generates the foreground and background sepa-
rately and recursively to produce a natural image. However,
these methods are not applied for image translation. A self-
attention network is proposed in [46] to generate globally
realistic images. Attention maps are used in [48] for video
generation and in [49] for image translation, however, [49]
modifies the foreground only and their work is limited to
image generation. In contrast, we aim to adapt the background
from another domain and preserve the appearance of a person
and perform re-identification in an end-to-end manner. Our
proposed method incorporates image translation and feature
learning in a unified architecture. Since image translation can
receive feedback from the re-ID feature learning and reinforce
itself, our method better leverages the two components to
maximise performance.
III. OUR APPROACH
As illustrated in Figure 2, our EDAAN (end-to-end domain
adaptive attention network) tightly couples the generative
and discriminative networks for image translation and re-ID
learning within a single architecture. EDAAN consists of an
attention-based generative module and a discriminative re-
ID module. The attention-based generator is responsible for
creating an attention mask to predict the region of interest and
translating image between domains; while the discriminative
component uses the information from the generative network
to learn how to identify people.
A. Domain Adaptive Attention Module
1) Problem Formulation: We denote the real images from
the source domain, S, and target domain, T, as xSi and x
T
i
respectively. The attention network AS is built within the
image generation network to select the background of an
image to translate during image translation without impacting
the foreground. The generated foreground and background
attention maps are denoted as AS(xSi ) and 1−AS(xSi ) respec-
tively for the source domain, S. A higher score is allocated
by the attention network to the background that ranges from
0 to 1 per-pixel while ignoring the foreground of a person’s
image. The input image xSi is passed through the image
generator GS(ES) to transform the source domain image to
the style of target domain. The learned background mask
from the attention network is then applied to the transformed
image GS(ES(xSi )) by a layered operation, i.e. an element-
wise product, to generate a new image xSb which adapts the
background of the target domain. Another layered operation
is performed between the real image and the foreground mask
which generates another image xSf to preserve the foreground
of the real image. The images xSb and x
S
f are then concatenated
to produce the final image. A similar attention network AT is
used for the target domain.
2) Attention-Guided Image Translation Module: The in-
put image xSi from the source domain S is first passed
through the attention module to produce two attention maps:
the foreground mask, AS(xSi ) and the background mask,
1 − AS(xSi ). The same input image is fed to the generator
module GS(ES(xSi )) : S → T (xSi ) to translate the source
4domain’s image according to the background of the target
domain images. Hence, the final mapping function for the
source domain image xSi can be represented by,
G(xSi ) = (1−AS(xSi ))GS(ES(xSi )) : S→T (xSi )︸ ︷︷ ︸
background
+AS(x
S
i )xSi︸ ︷︷ ︸
foreground
, (1)
where  is an element-wise multiplication performed be-
tween the generated background masks and the domain trans-
lated images, and between the real input images and the
forground masks.
Similarly, another mapping function is performed for the
target domain,
F (xTi ) = (1−AT (xTi ))GT (ET (xTi )) : T→S(xTi )︸ ︷︷ ︸
background
+AT (x
T
i )xTi︸ ︷︷ ︸
foreground
. (2)
To learn the overall mapping, adversarial losses are used. For
example, if we want to transfer the style of domain S → T ,
the adversarial loss is given by,
LSGAN (G,DT , S, T ) =xTi ∼PT [logDT (x
T
i )]
+xSi ∼PS [log(1−DS(GS(ES(x
S
i ))))], (3)
where the mapping function is G : S → T and DT is the
discriminator. The generator aims to generate images as the
distribution of the target domain (T ) while the discriminator,
DT , attempts to distinguish the generated images from real
images. However, adversarial training requires paired training
data, otherwise, infinitely many mappings will induce the same
distribution over the output, and thus many input images will
map to the same output image. To address this problem, we
adopt the cycle consistency loss [10] to translate images (xSi )
from domain S to domain T , and then translate it back from
domain T to domain S, and as such do not require paired
training data. For example, two domains require two mapping
functions which should be bijective. The cycle consistency loss
can be expressed as,
Lcyc(S, T ) =xSi ∼PS [||GT (ET (GS(ES(x
S
i ))))− xSi ||1]
+xTi ∼PT [||GS(ES(GT (ET (x
T
i ))))− xTi ||1]], (4)
where GT (ET (GS(ES(xSi )))) represents the reconstructed
version of the real image xSi from the source domain, and
GS(ES(GT (ET (x
T
i )))) is the reconstructed version of the real
image, xTi from the target domain.
The generated attention map of the input image also needs
to be homogeneous with the attention map of the translated
images, such that if person a is translated with the background
of person b, then the background of person b should also
be translated with the background of person a. Hence, an
attention loss is used within the cycle-consistency loss which
can be expressed as,
Lattn(AS , AT ) =xSi ∼PS [||AS(x
S
i )−AT (G(xSi ))||1]
+xTi ∼PT [||AT (x
T
i )−AS(F (xTi ))||1], (5)
where AS(xSi ) is the attention map of the input image from
the source domain and AT (G(xSi )) is the attention map of the
translated image by the attention network AT , and similar for
the target domain.
B. Discriminative Re-ID Module
We integrate the proposed discriminative re-ID module with
image generation framework through sharing the encoder as
the backbone for re-ID, allowing it to learn more discrimina-
tive features by leveraging shared knowledge. The triplet loss
is widely adopted by researchers to boost re-ID performance as
it pushes images of the same identity closer to each other than
features from dissimilar identities. For example, considering
the three images x1i , x
2
i , x
3
i which are the anchor, positive and
negative image respectively, the triplet loss can be defined as,
Ltriplet =
n∑
i=1
(
max
{
D(x1i , x
2
i )−D(x1i , x3i ), τ1
})
. (6)
Although great success has been had with the triplet loss
for person Re-ID, Khatun et al. [16] argue that it suffers
from poor generalisation in real-world scenarios due to totally
unseen target data as the triplet loss pushes images of the
same identity close to each other only when probe images
come from the same identity, which is not practical in the
real world. Thus, a quartet loss is introduced in [16] which
improves the traditional triplet loss and can be represented by,
Lquartet =
n∑
i=1
(
max
{
D(x1i , x
2
i )−D(x1i , x3i )
+D(x1i , x
2
i )−D(x4i , x3i ), τ1
})
. (7)
Following [16], the quartet loss has four input images instead
of three: an anchor, a positive and two negative images.
The quartet loss will then minimise the intra-class variation
over the inter-class variation, regardless of whether the probe
image belongs to the same person or not, improving the
generalisation of the network.
In our proposed EDAAN, we adopt both the triplet and
quartet loss and investigate which one is most promising for
boosting re-ID performance. These losses force the encoder
to minimise the intra-class variation by pulling the feature
maps of the same identity together. We further use softmax
classification loss to encourage the feature maps of different
identities to be separated in feature space. The classification
loss is,
Lid = −log(p(x)), (8)
where p(.) is the predicted probability that the input image
belongs to the ground-truth class based on its feature map.
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Fig. 3. Architecture of the generator, discriminator and attention networks where N , k, and s represent the number of neurons, kernel size and stride
respectively.
The overall objective of our proposed EDAAN thus be-
comes,
Ltotal(AS ,AT ,G,F,DS ,DT )=L
S
GAN+L
T
GAN+λattn(Lattn
(AS) + Lattn(AT )) + λquartetLquartet + λidLid, (9)
where LSGAN and L
T
GAN are the adversarial losses for the
source and target domain, and λattn, λquartet and λid are the
weights of the related loss terms. We set λattn = 10, λquartet
= 1 and λid = 1 throughout our experiments.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Dataset and Evaluation Protocol
In this work, we evaluate our proposed method on four re-
ID datasets: Market-1501, DukeMTMC-reID, CUHK03, and
PRID2011.
(1) Market1501 [50] dataset contains 32,643 images of
1,501 identities captured by six cameras in Tsinghua Univer-
sity. Subjects are automatically detected by the deformable
part model (DPM) detector. It consists of 12,936 training
images of 751 identities and 19,732 testing images of 750
identities in a close to real-world setting. There is an average
of 17.2 images per training identity. Evaluation Protocol: We
followed evaluation protocol of [12].
(2) DukeMTMC-reID [51] has recently been released for
evaluating the efficiency of multi-target multi-camera tracking
systems. It is composed of 36,411 hand-drawn bounding
boxes of 1,404 identities that covers a a single outdoor scene
extracted from eight high resolution cameras. For the training
set, 702 identities are used which comprises 16,522 bounding
boxes while the remaining 702 identities are used for testing,
where there are 17,661 gallery images and 2,228 query images.
Evaluation Protocol: We followed the same protocol as [12]
where 1,404 identities are equally divided into groups of 702
for training and testing under a single-query setting.
(3) CUHK03 [18] consists of 14,097 images of 1,467
identities collected from six surveillance cameras in the CUHK
campus. There are 28,192 bounding boxes annotated by both
a DPM detector and manually. In this dataset, each identity
is taken from two disjoint camera views. This dataset is chal-
lenging due to background clutter and occlusion. Evaluation
Protocol: For a fair comparison, 1,367 identities are used for
training, and 100 identities are used for testing following [12].
(4) PRID2011 [52] dataset extracts images from video
recorded by static surveillance cameras with two camera
views, each of which contains 385 and 749 identities. Among
the 1,134 persons, only 200 are common to both camera views.
Evaluation Protocol: For this dataset, we followed the same
protocol as [12] where 100 identities are used for testing.
B. Implementation Details
We use PyTorch [53] to train EDAAN and for all experi-
ments the Adam optimizer is used to train from scratch with
a batch size of 16 and a learning rate of 0.0002. We train
for 200 epochs. The learning rate is constant for the first
100 epochs, and then linearly decays towards zero over the
next 100 epochs. The attention networks seek to isolate the
background and thus ignore the image foreground, however,
the discriminator considers the entire image and not only the
attended regions. As such we train the discriminator on whole
images for the first 30 epochs, and afterwards train with the
masked images only so that it will pay attention only to the
attended regions. As the estimation value ranges from 0 to 1
per-pixel, the attention map slowly converges to 1, thus the
attention network will slowly pay attention to the foreground
alongside the background of an image. To tackle this issue,
we train the attention networks for the first 30 epochs only.
The architecture of the generator, discriminator and attention
networks are illustrated in Figure 3. The classifier uses the
feature vector as the input for the classification loss. It contains
a 128-dim fully connected layer, batch normalisation, dropout,
ReLU and finally the output layer is a fully connected layer
with logits equivalent to the number of identities. We set the
dropout rate to 0.5. The embedding layer is a fully-connected
layer for the quartet loss that maps the feature vector to a 128-
6TABLE I
CROSS-DOMAIN PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF EDAAN WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON TARGET DOMAINS. WHEN THE MODEL IS TESTED ON
DUKEMTMC-REID, MARKET-1501 IS USED AS THE SOURCE DOMAIN AND VICE-VERSA. R1, R5, AND R10 INDICATES RANK-1, RANK-5, RANK-10
IDENTIFICATION ACCURACY RESPECTIVELY, AND MAP IS THE MEAN AVERAGE PRECISION SCORE.
Method Market1501 → DukeMTMC-reID DukeMTMC-reID → Market1501R1 R5 R10 mAP R1 R5 R10 mAP
Direct Transfer 42.4 56.5 63.2 23.0 52.0 70.2 76.5 22.0
CycleGAN 44.1 58.6 65.0 23.6 55.2 72.8 79.4 23.2
PTGAN [12] 27.4 - 50.7 - 38.6 - 66.1 -
SPGAN [14] 41.1 56.6 63.0 22.3 51.5 70.1 76.8 22.8
ATNet [54] 45.1 59.5 64.2 24.9 55.7 73.2 79.4 25.6
M2M-GAN [55] 49.6 - - 26.1 57.5 - - 26.8
CR-GAN [56] 52.2 - - 30.0 59.6 - - 29.6
EDAAN with Triplet 55.2 68.0 72.6 33.5 62.3 81.8 84.0 32.7
EDAAN with Quartet 57.8 72.2 78.3 39.6 64.5 83.0 86.3 35.4
TABLE II
CROSS-DOMAIN PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF EDAAN WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON TARGET DOMAINS. WHEN TESTED ON
MARKET-1501 AND DUKEMTMC-REID DATASETS, CUHK03 IS USED AS THE SOURCE DOMAIN. R1, R5, AND R10 INDICATES RANK-1, RANK-5,
RANK-10 IDENTIFICATION ACCURACY RESPECTIVELY, AND MAP IS THE MEAN AVERAGE PRECISION SCORE.
Method CUHK03 → Market1501 CUHK03 → DukeMTMC-reIDR1 R5 R10 mAP R1 R5 R10 mAP
Direct Transfer 48.3 68.9 72.2 19.4 36.7 50.5 56.3 18.7
CycleGAN 50.1 69.8 75.4 21.3 38.7 57.7 59.1 20.6
PTGAN [12] 31.5 - 60.2 - 17.6 - 38.5 -
SPGAN [14] 42.3 - - 19.0 - - - -
CR-GAN [56] 58.5 75.8 81.9 30.4 46.5 61.6 67.0 26.9
EDAAN with Triplet 61.4 78.1 82.2 32.5 48.8 65.5 71.0 32.6
EDAAN with Quartet 63.0 80.6 85.4 34.5 51.7 70.3 77.8 35.1
TABLE III
CROSS-DOMAIN PERFORMANCE COMPARISON ON PRID2011 DATASET TRAINED WITH CUHK03 AND MARKET1501 DATASET. cam1/cam2 INDICATES
THAT cam1 OF PRID IS USED AS THE QUERY SET WHILE cam2 IS THE GALLERY SET AND VICE-VERSA. R1 AND R10 INDICATES RANK-1 AND RANK-10
IDENTIFICATION ACCURACY RESPECTIVELY.
Method
CUHK03 → PRID Market1501 → PRID
cam1/cam2 cam2/cam1 cam1/cam2 cam2/cam1
R1 R10 R1 R10 R1 R10 R1 R10
Direct Transfer 9.5 18.5 7.0 18.0 12.0 33.0 18.0 46.0
PTGAN(cam1) [12] 18.0 43.5 6.5 24.0 17.5 50.5 8.5 28.5
PTGAN(cam2) [12] 17.5 53.0 22.5 54.0 10.0 31.5 10.5 37.5
ATNet(cam1) [54] - - - - 24.0 51.5 21.5 46.5
ATNet(cam2) [54] - - - - 15.0 51.0 14.0 41.5
EDAAN (cam1) 35.0 52.5 23.6 35.5 34.2 61.5 29.5 54.0
EDAAN (cam2) 32.5 62.0 41.0 63.0 24.5 58.5 26.0 48.5
dim embedding vector. During the test, the feature learner’s
re-ID model is used directly for the target dataset.
C. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Approaches
We evaluate the performance of the proposed EDAAN in
two situations: 1) when the style is transferred from one large
domain to another large domain such as from CUHK03 to
Market-1501 or DukeMTMC-reID and 2) when the style is
transferred from a large domain to a small domain such as
from Market-1501, or CUHK03 to PRID2011.
1) Performance transferring from large to large domain:
The performance of the proposed method is reported in Table
I when the styles are transferred between Market1501 and
DukeMTMC-reID datasets. We compare our performance with
state-of-the-art methods in terms of rank (top-k) accuracy and
mean average precision (mAP). Direct Transfer indicates
the trained model is directly tested on the target domain
without any domain adaptation technique applied. From Table
I, we can clearly observe that the performance drops severely
when the ResNet-50 model is trained on Market-1501 but
tested on DukeMTMC-reID, and a similar performance drop
is observed when DukeMTMC-reID is used as the source
domain. The reason behind these performance degradation
is domain shift or dataset bias. However, when Market1501
images are transferred to the DukeMTMC-reID style, the
proposed EDAAN model achieves 57.8% rank-1 accuracy and
a 39.6 map score on DukeMTMC-reID dataset, outperforming
the previous state-of-the-art method [56] by 5.6% for rank-1
accuracy. We also surpass [56] by for 4.9% rank-1 accuracy
when the styles are transferred from DukeMTMC-reID to
Market1501 and the model is tested on the Market1501
dataset.
Table II shows the evaluation of the proposed model when
styles are transferred from CUHK03 to Market-1501 and
DukeMTMC-reID, which constitutes a large domain shift
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SINGLE-DOMAIN PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF EDAAN WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON CUHK03, MARKET-1501, AND DUKEMTMC-REID
DATASETS UNDER SINGLE-DOMAIN SETTING. R1, R5, AND R10 INDICATES RANK-1, RANK-5, RANK-10 IDENTIFICATION ACCURACY RESPECTIVELY,
AND MAP IS THE MEAN AVERAGE PRECISION SCORE.
Method CUHK03 Market1501 DukeMTMC-reIDR1 R5 R10 mAP R1 R5 R10 mAP R1 R5 R10 mAP
Supervised Learning 66.7 79.1 83.8 46.3 75.8 89.6 92.8 52.2
DCF [30] 74.2 94.3 97.6 - 80.3 - - -
Spindle Net [32] 88.5 97.8 98.6 - 76.9 91.5 94.6 - - - - -
DaRe [57] 73.8 - - 74.7 90.9 - - 86.7 84.4 - - 80.0
AACN [58] 91.4 98.9 99.5 - 88.7 - - 82.9 76.8 - - 59.3
MLFN [29] 82.8 - - - 90.0 - - 74.3 81.0 - - 62.8
CamStyle [15] - - - - 89.5 - - 71.6 78.3 - - 57.6
HA-CNN [59] - - - - 91.2 - - 75.7 80.5 - - 63.8
AANet [60] - - - - 93.8 - 98.6 82.5 86.4 - - 72.6
Mancs [61] 93.8 99.3 99.8 - 93.1 - - 82.3 84.9 - - 71.8
EDAAN 94.7 99.5 99.8 83.4 95.3 97.8 99.6 86.8 88.2 94.5 95.4 83.1
TABLE V
ABLATION STUDIES ON DUKEMTMC-REID DATASET WHEN THE MODEL IS TRAINED ON MARKET-1501. “DAAN W/O ATTENTION”: WITHOUT
ATTENTION AND NOT IN END-TO-END MANNER. “DAAN WITH ATTENTION”: WITH THE ATTENTION NETWORK BUT WITHOUT END-TO-END. “EDAAN
W/O ATTENTION”: END-TO-END BUT WIHOUT ATTENTION NETWORK AND “EDAAN WITH ATTENTION”: WITH ATTENTION AND IMAGE GENERATIVE
AND RE-ID FEATURE LEARNING MODULE TOGETHER. R1, R5, AND R10 INDICATES RANK-1, RANK-5, RANK-10 IDENTIFICATION ACCURACY
RESPECTIVELY, AND MAP IS THE MEAN AVERAGE PRECISION SCORE.
Method Market1501 → DukeMTMC-reID DukeMTMC-reID → Market1501R1 R5 R10 mAP R1 R5 R10 mAP
DAAN w/o attention module 45.3 62.5 67.0 25.4 52.2 73.3 74.6 21.2
DAAN with attention module 54.2 70.1 76.7 38.1 61.4 81.0 83.5 33.1
EDAAN w/o attention module 48.5 62.6 68.4 26.8 55.4 75.6 77.0 23.7
EDAAN with attention module 57.8 72.2 78.3 39.6 64.5 83.0 86.3 35.4
between the source and target domains. The previous state-
of-the-art methods [12, 56] achieve 31.5% and 58.5% rank-
1 accuracy when tested on Market-1501 dataset, while our
method achieves 63.0% rank-1 accuracy. Similar performance
can be seen when tested on DukeMTMC-reID with 5.2% rank-
1 improvement over the state-of-the-art method.
As shown in Table I and II, we perform both triplet [5]
and quartet [16] loss for re-ID. In the four considered transfer
cases, Market-1501 → DukeMTMC-reID, DukeMTMC-reID
→ Market-1501, CUHK03 → Market-1501, and CUHK03
→ DukeMTMC-reID, we observe that the quartet loss [16]
performs better with the proposed model than the traditional
triplet loss.
2) Performance transferring from large to small domain:
To evaluate how the proposed model performs when the
styles are transferred from a large to a small domain, we
transferred the background styles from CUHK03 to PRID2011
and Market1501 to PRID2011, and the proposed model is then
evaluated on PRID2011 as summarised in Table III. From
Table III, the model is trained with images from CUHK03
transferred by EDAAN alongside real images, and achieves
significant performance gains when tested on PRID, e.g., a
17% and 14.5% increase in rank-1 accuracy compared to [12].
Similar improvements can be observed when trained with the
transferred images of Martket1501 dataset to other domains,
outperforming state-of-the-art approaches [12, 54].
These evaluations on the proposed method collectively
indicate the potential of EDAAN for cross-domain learning.
Inspecting Figure 4, the proposed method helps preserve the
identity and semantic features by preserving the foreground
during image domain translation. We can see that, when image
styles are transferred from Market-1501 to DukeMTMC-reID,
CycleGAN substantially affects the foreground of a person and
results in incorrect color in the foreground due to CycleGAN
not having an attention mechanism, which hurts person re-ID
as we aim to alter the background to match the other domain
while preserving the foreground of a person.
D. Performance on Single-Domain
We also compare the proposed method with state-of-the-
art approaches on CUHK03, Market1501, and DukeMTMC-
reID under a single domain setting as shown in Table IV. Our
model surpasses previous state-of-the-art methods [58, 61] on
CUHK03 by 0.9% and 3.3% rank-1 accuracy, respectively. We
achieve 95.3% and 88.2% rank-1 accuracy on Market-1501
and DukeMTMC-reID, respectively, outperforming previous
state-of-the-art methods.
E. Ablation Studies
We perform a set of ablation experiments to demonstrate the
efficacy and contribution of each component of the EDAAN
in the context of transferring between DukeMTMC-reID and
Market1501. We conduct experiments to verify the influence
of the proposed attention module and end-to-end network for
person re-ID. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
end-to-end network, we conduct experiments on DAAN which
consists of two networks: one for image domain translation;
and one for re-ID. Thus in the first stage, the proposed
attention module and the generative module produces the new
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Market-1501 images Market-1501 to PRID2011 Market-1501 to Duke 
PRID2011 images PRID2011 to CUHK03 PRID2011 to Duke 
Duke images Duke to PRID2011 Duke to Market-1501 
Market-1501 to PRID2011 Market-1501 to Duke 
Input EDAAN EDAAN CycleGAN CycleGAN 
Duke to PRID2011 Duke to Market-1501 
PRID2011 to CUHK03 PRID2011 to Duke 
Fig. 4. Examples of the style-transferred images in four domains. The first column represents input images from Market-1501, PRID2011, and Duke datasets.
The second and third column shows the transferred images from Market-1501 to PRID2011, PRID2011 to CUHK03, Duke to PRID2011 for the proposed
EDAAN and CycleGAN for comparison. Similarly, the fourth and fifth column shows the style transferred images from Market1501 to Duke, PRID2011 to
Duke, Duke to Market-1501 for EDAAN and CycleGAN.
 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Fig. 5. t-SNE visualizations of the CNN activations for Market1501 (a) DAAN without attention, (b) EDAAN without attention, (c) DAAN with attention
and (d) EDAAN. The 10 different colours correspond 10 different identities. It can be seen that EDAAN has the tightest grouping of points, indicating that
it is best suited to separating the classes.
synthetic images where the background styles are transferred
from the source to target domain. These newly generated style
transferred images are then used as the input alongside the real
images and fed into another CNN for person re-ID with the
quartet loss for verification, and softmax loss for identification.
The effect of the Attention module
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed attention
module, we conduct a series of experiments as shown in
Table V which demonstrate the performance of DAAN w/o
attention (i.e. without the attention network), DAAN with
attention, EDAAN w/o attention, and the complete approach
on DukeMTMC-reID and market-1501 datasets. It can be
seen that DAAN w/o the attention network records an 8.9%
drop in rank-1 performance compared to DAAN with the
attention network when the model is tested on DukeMTMC-
reID dataset. When the model is tested on Market1501 dataset,
DAAN achieves 61.4% rank1 accuracy which is a 9.2% gain
compared to DAAN without the attention network. Similar
performance can be observed between EDAAN with and
without the attention network. The generated masks from our
attention network are shown in Figure 7. We also qualitatively
compare our method with CycleGAN, as illustrated in Figure
4.
We notice that CycleGAN cannot preserve the consistency
of the foreground in most cases. For example, when the
Market-1501 images are transferred to the style of PRID2011,
CycleGAN changes the color of the tops from blue to red
in the first and last images and from green to gray in the
fourth image. Similarly, transferring from DukeMTMC-reID
to Market1501, CycleGAN failed to preserve the foreground
in each image which hurts person re-ID performance. Our
attention-based image translation network, by contrast, sig-
nificantly improves the quality of the translated images and
preserves consistency in the foreground while adapting the
background from other domains.
The effect of an End-to-End network
EDAAN (end-to-end DAAN) increases the rank-1 accuracy
by 3.6% over DAAN. It is noted that DAAN splits the process
into two disjoint steps, limiting the ability of each component
to learn from the other. In contrast, the proposed EDAAN
incorporates image translation and re-ID feature learning into
a single framework, allowing the image generation network
to learn discriminative features of a person from the re-ID
feature learning module, while the re-ID module learns from
the image generation network what the target person looks
like. This knowledge sharing strengthens the overall method.
To obtain more insight into the attention and end-to-end
network, a t-SNE [62] visualisation is performed on the
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  Query               1                  2          3               4                   5                  6                  7         8               9     10 
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(a) Market-1501 dataset (b) DukeMTMC-reID dataset 
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Fig. 6. Ranking results on the Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID datasets for EDAAN, EDAAN (without attention) and DAAN (without attention), where
the left-most images are the probe images and images with a green rectangle indicate the matched person from the gallery sets, and red rectangles indicate a
false match. Best viewed in colour.
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Fig. 7. Foreground and background attention masks automatically generated
by our attention network for (a) PRID2011 and (b) DukeMTMC-reID datasets.
learned embeddings for the Market1501 dataset as shown in
Figure 5, where 10 classes have been included for better
visualization. From Figure 5, It can be seen that the proposed
EDAAN with the attention module optimizes the embedding
space such that the data points with the same identity are
closer to each other compare to EDAAN without attention
and DAAN. It can also be seen that DAAN without attention
incorrectly classifies some people, as we can see in Figure 5(a)
the data points of the person 10 are far away from each other
in the embedding space. In addition, we show some retrieval
examples on Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID in Figure 6.
The left-most images are the probe images, and in the images
to the right of the probe image, the green rectangle denotes a
matched image from the top 10 gallery images (best viewed in
colour). We compare the ranking results of EDDAN, EDAAN
without attention and DAAN without attention, in the first,
second, and third rows respectively. From the ranking results,
it can be seen that the proposed EDAAN with the attention
mechanism can find more correct matches than other methods
in the top ranks.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper focuses on addressing the domain shift challenge
in person re-ID. Domain shift causes severe performance
degradation when trained and tested on different person re-
ID datasets. We have proposed a novel technique to jointly
translate images between domains and learn discriminative re-
ID features in a single framework. To boost the performance
on the target domain, we propose a domain adaptive attention
network which preserves a person’s identity with the aid of the
proposed attention network during image domain translation.
Specifically, the proposed method can effectively adapt the
background from one domain to another without incorrectly
modifying the foreground of a person which is crucial for
person re-ID. We formulate the network in an end-to-end
trainable manner, thus the attention based image translation
module leverages discriminative knowledge from the re-ID
module and vice-versa, improving the performance of both
components. The proposed joint learning network results in
a significant performance improvement over state-of-the-art
methods on several benchmark datasets.
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